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Abstract

Purpose - The purpose of this paper is to describe an approach to managing the supply chain from the perspective of design which the paper refers to as integrated collaborative design (ICD).

Design/methodology/approach - Building on a substantial program of research using a range of methodologies previously reported, the concept of a design chain is described. The argument is made that the industry needs to centre the development of integrated teams (as proposed in accelerating change) around collaborative working of all parties involved in the design process.

Findings - The research recognises that the construction sector is too often focused on the short-term objectives of projects, rather than long-term business strategy and organisational relationships. The ICD approach involves three steps: identifying tasks (process management); allocating roles (as part of supply chain management); and focusing design solutions to deliver value.

Originality/value - The paper outlines the principles and approach to ICD and provides a strategic overview within which various techniques and practices can be utilised to integrate organisations and more effectively manage the design process.
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1. The ICD project

This paper presents a new approach to fostering integrated teams developed by the integrated collaborative design (ICD) research project; a combined industry and academic initiative between Loughborough University and 12 construction companies with financial support from the Engineering and Physical Science Research Council (EPSRC) and the Department of Trade and Industry (DTI) as part of the LINK integration in design and construction (IDAC) program which supported collaborative research between industry and academia.

The paper presents new thinking in supply chain management (SCM) derived from applied research, how this impacts on the flow of design information within projects, and its wider effect on strategic business relationships between companies that exist outside short-term project
relationships. This approach places the design processes and the management of design information at the centre of project management practice.

2. The need for change
2.1 Role of design
The construction industry is adept at delivering highly complex products. It differs from much of engineering in that its products are often bespoke and respond to the specific needs of individual customers. These products are also generally assembled in unfamiliar locations. Construction projects involve relationships between many organisations and thousands of processes. The industry has evolved highly developed methods of accommodating this complexity, with the evolution of many specialised roles and embedded relationships. These are mediated through well-established contractual arrangements, while the delivery and assembly of components to dispersed locations is being continually refined with improving working methods and assembly technologies.

However, design - that part of construction that needs to be in place before the physical work can begin - remains an area where the complexity of the process is not well understood or managed as physical production. In much of the construction industry, the act of design takes place as an ill-defined process - a "black box." It occurs at a particular time in the project process, is performed by different parties and is creative. But despite its importance, it is poorly understood and managed. ICD is concerned with understanding the act of design more fully, how design activities are dispersed through the supply chain and how these activities can be integrated across organisational and functional boundaries. By developing this understanding, methods of managing business and project relationships can be established to reflect the complexity of design in the way it is managed and performed. This will create opportunities to improve customer satisfaction (by increasing customer value) and to promote the sustainability of construction businesses (by generating business value).

Customers demand that the industry improves project delivery and that it should learn from best practice, not only within construction, but also from other industries. One approach is to build what the research team have termed “design chains.” Design chains provide a conceptual tool for construction companies to understand and collaborate with each other to develop and propagate sustaining relationships that accommodate design process complexity. The collaborative development of project design information is an appropriate basis upon which to build these relationships.

The construction industry is beginning to respond to customer changes. The reports of Latham (1994) and Egan (1998) highlighted the need for this change and spurred the emergence of an appropriate industry climate for it to take place. Helping to drive this change is the use of information technology. Other sectors, including IT, automotive and aerospace industries have created new organisation forms (such as virtual companies) in which design responsibilities are distributed across the supply chain (Womack et al., 1990). The dramatic productivity improvements achieved by these industries in the last 30 years have raised the question, particularly in the minds of construction industry customers, as to why construction has not similarly improved.
Most recently, some of the key issues in Rethinking Construction have been reaffirmed in accelerating change (Strategic Forum for Construction Accelerating Change, 2002) which calls for the “focussed delivery of value to the client through integrated teams.” This is an aspiration which resonates deeply with ICD. Following these reports, and with customers actively encouraging more innovative ways of working, construction has begun to establish new working practices, including SCM, benchmarking, lean production and total quality management.

This highlights the need for improved design management as a means to improve the construction industry's ability to respond to the needs of its customers. However, the development of design management in construction (and other industries) has been hindered by the intuitive and iterative nature of the act of design. This makes it difficult to model, plan, and manage design in the same way as more sequential processes such as those concerned with the physical movement of goods or materials (Austin et al., 1996). More sophisticated techniques and improved understanding are now being applied to the management of design. In recent years, for example, techniques derived from process-mapping research (Austin et al., 2000; Choo et al., 2004) have introduced rigour to decision making in design planning previously restricted to other parts of the process.

New tools (Choo et al., 2004; Thomson et al., 2006) facilitate the use of design chains to structure management of design processes that span organisations which, in turn, can optimise the total design solution in the same way that supply chains have optimised the delivery of goods and services. Based upon the understanding of organisation relationships associated with an overarching design process, ICD provides a framework for collaborative working which is populated with a series of new and existing design management methods. ICD can help organisations integrate, helping them to achieve more together. Innovative approaches of this nature are required to meet the demands of customers who are beginning to view construction as another complex process (similar to those they manage themselves) requiring efficient and effective management.

Over time, the design and construction process has become progressively more fragmented due to the growth in specialisation and complexity of construction methods and technologies. This specialisation has increased the number of organisations and individuals with design responsibility within construction projects. The task today is to understand and distribute these processes across an integrated team of designers so they can be managed more effectively.

2.2 Integrating organisations

When individual members of project design teams are distributed across different companies, a key challenge in design management is to manage the relationships between them. Organisational interfaces have always been problematic in construction and are often a source of dispute. ICD addresses this issue.

The tradition of single design disciplines in the construction industry has led to a situation where small firms, with limited skill bases, have to contend with a great variety of contractual arrangements and inter-firm relationships. Multidisciplinary firms or teams should be better able to provide integrated design. But, even when inter-organisational interfaces have been removed,
historical design disciplines give rise to a silo-culture, where departments develop their own values and objectives, which may differ from those of the company. Just as design management can unite the different creative cultures that exist between organisations, so it can be used within organisations to optimise information flow between functional groups and design disciplines.

Historically, the industry sees construction contracts as the means of controlling relationships between project participants. This is often regardless of whether design is covered under the contract or whether it is generated separately through design commissions; procurement routes, such as design and build (D&B) and design manage construct, have been attempts to secure contractual integration. Standard forms and conditions of contract have tended to focus on the possibility of failure, by defining the means and channels of communicating design (and other) information between the project parties and avenues of recourse. In trying to force design processes to fit in with these rigid structures, the contractual arrangements and the design process both begin to break down. Collaborative design requires an easy flow of information between all participants. The need to improve design process management has been recognised by many consulting and contracting companies. Some of the latter, who offer various forms of D&B services, have realised that they must change the culture and management of design, in both their own organisations and those they work with. As a result, a number have recently undertaken major reviews of design management practice.

Four key areas are emerging that require attention when integrating design across organisations. They are the need to:

1. identify individual design tasks and the relationships between them;
2. allocate responsibility for completing design tasks to organisations on the basis of who is best placed to perform them (judged by technical competency and commercial capacity);
3. manage the smooth exchange of design information between collaborative partners; and
4. create working environments that aid the delivery process, such as networks of compatible organisations with shared values, cultures and ways of working.

The ICD framework and its associated tools and techniques address these issues within design management. This framework is structured around three principles, which provide a foundation for an organisation's practice of ICD and provide the premise for the application of the various practices that allow ICD to be adopted as an approach to design management (Austin et al., 2001).
3. The ICD approach

3.1 The basics

Figure 1 shows an overview of ICD. Within the operating culture of a single organisation, the use of ICD to structure design management is divided into two domains (the business and the project) and into two roles (provider and receiver).

The ICD practices encapsulate many of the findings and outputs of the research project underpinning ICD in the form of advice, approaches, tools and techniques. These practices are categorised into strategies, tactics and operations:

- ICD strategies help organisations plan their development of ICD practice.
- ICD tactics help organisations establish the working methods and resources required to respond to their strategic goals.
- ICD operations guide organisations in their integration of design into their everyday activity.

This precedence is irrespective of whether the practice occurs in the business domain or in the project domain, or whether it is used by a provider or receiver of design solutions.

3.2 The business and project domains

ICD business domain operations comprise the ongoing activities of organisations that give them structure. They span projects and establish the company in the market. Project domain operations, on the other hand, are temporary and occur when individuals and other resources come together to deliver individual projects. Examples of business domain activities include employee training, managing long-term customer relationships, maintaining alliances, business
development and quality assurance. Examples of project domain activities include project management, value management and quality control.

The division between the business domain and the project domain is ambiguous. It is defined largely by the views that organisations and individuals have of themselves and of what they do. Some see the construction industry as being very task-focused, reflecting the emphasis placed on the highly technical and role-specific training that most individuals receive. However, this emphasis causes managers and designers to concentrate on project details at the expense of their organisation's wider business. Furthermore, the advent of public private partnerships and the general growth of partnering as a procurement strategy are increasingly causing organisations to see major projects as separate business units.

Despite the subjective division between the domains, ICD highlights the importance of relationship planning and management in the business domain. It encourages the view of a business being concerned with the delivery of projects as an ongoing operation, rather than attempting to manage the delivery of individual projects as a sequence of individual events. Although business domain activities are vital to the survival of organisations, the extent to which they are formally defined is dependent on the nature of the organisation. In general, larger organisations are more formalised and may allocate responsibility for specific processes to dedicated staff, although the processes themselves tend to be generic across all organisation types (consider human resource management and legal department processes, for example). Some organisations may consider some of their processes to be more important than others due to the nature of their work and the markets they serve. A balance must be struck between organisational relationships formed in the business and project domains.

Traditionally, relationships are formed as a consequence of organisations working with each other on individual projects and, therefore, have historically been managed as a function of the project domain. This has caused organisations to give insufficient consideration to managing and sustaining long-term relationships in the business domain. Often this has meant that such activities have been informal, relying on personal relationships between individuals across different organisations. They have consequentially been hostage to the movement of people within the industry. This is not conducive to the operation of effective design chains.

ICD introduces structure to the otherwise ad hoc business activities concerned with developing and maintaining long-term relationships between organisations. For example, an individual acting as a receiver of design solutions may, having developed a relationship with a provider in a project, be influenced by their performance and promote it for inclusion in the supply chain of subsequent projects. Currently, methods of capturing, filtering and maintaining knowledge about established and potential business partners are rarely developed much beyond simple databases or networks of personal relationships. Project domain relationships provide weak feedback into business domain relationships. An ICD approach addresses this by allowing business domain relationships to drive project domain relationships by establishing the capability and performance of business partners prior to the commencement of any particular project.
Irrespective of the nature of the work, many of the processes used by organisations in the project domain remain constant. They tend to be concerned with issues such as program management, procurement, document control and resources. These processes have been extensively described and modelled by initiatives such as the Royal Institute of British Architects’ (RIBA, 2000) plan of work and the process protocol (Kagioglou et al., 2000) The latter work sought to establish a generic project process map for use as a framework to structure a common process and language between project collaborators. It provides a project management framework that helps organisations understand each other and work together better. This work on generic project processes has informed much recent work in supply chain integration by companies such as British Airports Authority, who have adopted such framework partnership arrangements on projects including T5, the new airport terminal at Heathrow.

ICD is concerned with the influence that management has over the design process. It addresses the need for design management to be effective with techniques such as mapping the flow of design information at the project level while also nurturing business environments compatible with value-adding collaborative work. Within an ICD approach to design management, design chains establish a stable environment around projects and to aid the decision making therein.

3.3 The ICD principles

Three principles lie at the core of ICD. The purpose of the three ICD principles as applied to design management are:

1. to identify tasks - applying process management;
2. to allocate roles - adopting SCM practices; and
3. to focus design solutions and to hone process management - establishing value frameworks.

The first two principles support the last, which represents the end game - the delivery of value to all stakeholders through an effective, integrated design. Adopted in sequence by an organisation and progressively diffused into its operating culture, these principles build a common understanding and attitude among its individual members. The integration of these principles into an organisation's working ethos is a prerequisite for collaboration, as they guide the application of all other elements of the ICD approach.
Figure 2: The Relationship of the ICD Principles

By progressively adopting these principles (Figure 2), an organisation can evolve an ICD approach and hence be able to:

1. use design process modelling to understand design information flows and allocate design tasks between collaborating organisations appropriately;

2. build on its process models by establishing supply networks to group together organisations of known technical competency and allocate design responsibilities among them; and

3. integrate the processes of organisations within a supply network to build a value system.

This approach means that organisations improve their ability to perform design in line with the principles of ICD by improving their business, rather than by introducing improvements to one project and attempting to replicate and add to them in subsequent projects. For example, in the project domain, supply chains are not dependent upon project processes in the same way that supply networks are dependent upon business processes.

As an outcome of the research, a handbook has been produced (Austin et al., 2001) to help organisations progressively adopt and apply the three ICD principles. It includes 25 practices developed through the various research components and reported elsewhere (Austin et al., 1996, 2000; Choo et al., 2004; Root et al., 2004; Thomson et al., 2003, 2006) that can be used to structure an organisation’s introduction of the ICD principles into their everyday work.

In many cases, the adoption of ICD by a design organisation necessitates a significant shift in attitudes. The approach recognises that a barrier to successful change is the tendency to retreat into existing ways of thinking, such as the idea that all projects are prototypes and unique. To overcome this, ICD looks at construction projects in terms of their similarities and seeks to build upon them (for example, by seeing a building as a unique assembly of standard components within technical systems). ICD allows companies to replicate management processes, while also learning and revising those processes to include lessons learned from working collaboratively.
The construction industry differs from other areas of engineering, such as the car industry or computing, in that new technology has had less impact on its production processes. For example, while the introduction of automation to car manufacture has revolutionised that industry, the introduction of cutting edge technology into buildings (such as the use of computational fluid dynamics to develop passive ventilation systems) alters the construction method little - although it does make for a more comfortable and efficient product. Construction is still largely a craft-based industry, in stark contrast to the advanced manufacturing and assembly processes of industries such as the microelectronic and aerospace sectors.

As a result, the working methods have remained relatively unchanged throughout the last 50 years although projects themselves have become more complex and the construction industry more global. One consequence is that many attitudes held by both individuals and organisations have lagged behind the innovative working practices that have been pioneered elsewhere. The construction industry has been the poorer for it. A typical example is the construction industry’s classification of organisational types. Labels such as “consultant,” “contractor” and “supplier” are loaded terms. They carry a weight of historically shaped behaviours. Despite the growing expectation for suppliers to undertake design, the industry tends to cling to these stereotypes and continues to describe organisations with outdated labels that do not always reflect their roles.

By adopting the ICD principles, construction organisations can avoid these pitfalls through a generic language that can be used by all organisations, irrespective of their function, size or traditional position in the industry. By focusing on the exchange of design information within the design chain, ICD provides a basis for the management of organisational involvement in design according to technical expertise, rather than traditional role. In part, this is achieved through the adoption of a new language that does not rely on traditional role descriptions and thereby avoids their connotations. In doing so, it has a similar approach to the Building Down Barriers initiative (Holti et al., 2000) which describes all members of the supply chain as “suppliers” regardless of how their role would be traditionally described.

Unlike Building Down Barriers and other partnering initiatives (Bennett and Hayes, 1998) which presuppose a specific type of contractual relationship, ICD does not restrict itself to a particular procurement route. Instead, the approach establishes three principles at the core of an organisation’s business that can be applied to all the projects that the organisation undertakes.

3.4 The ICD practices

ICD practices are divided into strategies, tactics and operations, whose purposes are to plan, to respond and to do. Figure 3 shows the 25 practices identified by the research team as being in use by industry or developed by the team as part of the research (Austin et al., 2001).

The strategies help plan the development of an organisation’s ICD practice over time to establish working relationships centred on collaborative design. Unlike general business strategies, ICDs are not concerned with diversifying an organisation’s core competencies nor with developing new ones. Instead, they are concerned with managing the manner by which its current competencies are linked with the organisations it works with.
Figure 3: The ICD Strategic, Tactical and Operational Practices Support the Three ICD Principles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Business practices</th>
<th>Tactical practices</th>
<th>Operational practices</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Planning Design Process Management (BS1)</td>
<td>Applying Process Management in the Business (BT1)</td>
<td>Modelling Business Processes (BO1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project practices:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planning Project Design Management (PS1)</td>
<td>Applying Design Management Practices (PT1)</td>
<td>Applying ADePT to Design Management (P01) Applying DePlan to Design Management (P02) Modelling Project Design Processes (P03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business practices:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planning Supply Chain Management Business Practice (BS2)</td>
<td>Aligning Supply Networks (BT2) Applying Supply Chain Management in the Business (BT3)</td>
<td>Auditing the Supply Network (BO2) Auditing the Supply Network for Technical Competence (BO3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project practices:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planning supply chain management project practice (PS3)</td>
<td>Applying supply chain management to projects (PT3) Selecting supply chain members at the project level (PT4)</td>
<td>Assembling supply chains (P04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business practices:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planning the Implementation of Integral Value Engineering across the Business (BS3)</td>
<td>Applying Integral Value Engineering in the Business (BT4) Conducting a Value Survey (BT5) Performing an ADePT Review (BT6)</td>
<td>Gathering value-adding tool feedback from projects (BO3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project practices:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planning integral value engineering project practice (PS1)</td>
<td>Planning the Implementation of Integral Value Engineering on a Project (PT4)</td>
<td>Applying Value-adding Tools to Design Problems (P05)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Tactical practices help organisations establish the right infrastructure, including the deployment of tools and training. They make them ready for action. Tactics are divided into those that address long-term ICD strategies in the business domain and those that are better suited to achieving short-term objectives in the project domain.

Operational practices help organisations introduce ICD principles to their everyday business and project activities. Some operations provide guidance to help organisations introduce novel approaches for which new skills must be learnt, while others introduce management approaches established elsewhere into an organisation's ICD practice.

ICD business domain operations should then feedback to an organisation's strategy, including ICD strategies. Part of this process involves reviewing the feedback from projects and, where necessary, making appropriate strategic adjustments to incorporate new knowledge derived from projects.

The origins of the practices and associated tools are diverse. Some include, or are based upon, well-established methods, either in construction or other industries. In the latter case they are yet to be widely established in construction. Other practices have been developed during the ICD research project and related research projects using a variety of different research methodologies. These represent more novel ideas geared to help organisations innovate. The practices are by no means exhaustive and compliment many other good methods and tools, however, their identification is intended to provide a starting point for organisations.

Each practice has a time and place that depends not only on the specifics of a project, but also on the maturity of the business wishing to deploy them. Thus, the ICD framework provides a mechanism for management to decisions about when and where it is appropriate to apply particular practices. To help in the latter a simple maturity assessment table has been developed for each of the three ICD principles.

Figure 4 shows the one for applying process management. Individuals and groups with an individual organisation or across companies in a supply network can use this approach to identify how far they have progressed in each area and hence determine a suitable strategy for adopting the ICD principles and practices.
4. The ICD principles
This section describes the principles in detail and their inter-relationship.

4.1 Applying process management
There are a series of activities that repeat between construction projects. This means that design tasks, and their information requirements, can be recorded to produce a generic design process model (Austin et al., 1996). By applying process management, collaborating organisations can represent the complex relationships between them in definitive terms. This increases their understanding of business and project activities and the nature of their corresponding

![Figure 4: Maturity assessment for applying process management](image-url)
relationships. By defining their generic design processes, and the flow of information within those processes, organisations can share these definitions with business partners to build a better common understanding of each other’s design capabilities, roles and responsibilities.

Furthermore, process management creates opportunities to involve organisations in the design process according to their design expertise rather than their traditional contractual role. Design overlaps and/or gaps in the scope of project works can also be minimised (Figure 5). Having a common process view improves the relationships between collaborating organisations and helps project teams to plan operational activities with greater certainty and reliability. This minimises the “fuzzy edges between consultants and specialist engineering contractors” (Latham, 1994).

Collaborative strategies can be established between design chain members that reflect common understanding of the flow of design information between them. Latham (1994) made the point that, if individual design processes can be identified, the responsibility for completing them can be allocated between collaborating organisations. In fact, he made specific reference to a guidance document on the allocation of design responsibilities being produced at that time by a building services research consultancy BSRIA (Parsloe, 1997) as an exemplar for the construction industry.

4.2 Adopting supply chain management practices

After applying process management, organisations are ideally positioned to assemble a design chain from their supply chain relationships. The object is to make the sum greater than the parts and this is done by organisations integrating their design competencies with one another.

Design information should be exchanged between project parties in a similar way to the transfer of goods within the supply chains of other industries. Surprisingly, ICD adopts many SCM practices (Root et al., 2004). In applying these to construction, an important distinction must be made between supply chains and supply networks (Figure 6). A supply network is a group of organisations with known competencies (technical and/or managerial). These organisations will have previously worked together and exhibit a degree of mutual understanding that has arisen.
from past experience. In contrast, a supply chain is a project-specific group of organisations consciously brought together to provide all the competencies required to complete a project. These are one-off arrangements largely, though not exclusively, drawn from a common supply network.

![Figure 6: Relationship of a Supply Network and a Supply Chain](image)

The distinction between supply chains and supply networks is a reflection of the project-based nature of the construction industry. In other industry sectors, supply chains and supply networks are synonymous due to constant interaction associated with the delivery of a stream of goods. In construction, the flow of orders or contracts is intermittent. Consequently, there is a clearer distinction between business and project relationships.

A design chain is a specialised form of supply chain, in which information flows in both directions, often iteratively (Figure 7). This is in contrast to a product-based supply chain where information (in the form of purchase orders or performance specifications) flows down the chain and product flows back to the user. By viewing a project as a design chain, the organisations within it can manage their contribution to its function according to the roles of their individual employees as either providers or receivers of design information. Thus, by identifying the design chain associated with a particular construction project and identifying the design processes within it, ICD applies SCM principles to both the business and project domains. In the business domain, the ICD principle of adopting SCM practices guides the selection of collaborators. In the project domain, the principle guides the identification of supply network members with the required technical and managerial competencies and informs their assembly into project-specific supply (and design) chains.
4.3 Establishing value frameworks
The final stage in the progression of an organisation’s ICD practice is concerned with establishing value frameworks. These frameworks contain stronger business relationships that those established when adopting SCM practices. They allow project resources to be used more effectively to promote the delivery of value from collaborative design. A variety of working methods combine to form a coherent approach to value delivery (Figure 8).
Building value frameworks begins with an organisation’s value chain (Porter, 1985). This structures a review of the organisation’s internal processes to determine which generate project value. By using the ICD value chain model to better understands its own processes a company can negotiate in sharing out business tasks so that the processes of collaborative design work can be optimised.

The value chain model ensures that (ideally) the core processes retained by organisations within a value framework are those that contain its unique design expertise and which therefore justify its inclusion in the project design chain. Porter’s (1985) value chain has been adapted to classify processes according to an organisation’s ability to deliver internal business value through its involvement in project design chains (Figure 9).

Value systems reduce overhead costs and improve the overall efficiency of collaborating organisations by integrating their processes to rationalise common activities. This integrated function is applied to projects through the project design chain. In the same manner as supply networks, value systems exist within an organisation’s business domain and influence project domain activity.

The use of value chains to align strategic business partners, and the building of value systems between supply network members, is commonplace in several of industries. These rationalisations are concerned with the elimination of waste when physical items are transferred from one place to another. In the same way, ICD value systems are concerned with eliminating waste when design information is exchanged.

This process optimisation should deliver business value to value system members and project value to both design chain members and to the customer procuring construction industry products.
5. Conclusion

Through the integration of a number of different research components covering process mapping, SCM, value engineering, etc. this collaborative research project has developed a view of how the industry could move forward and work together in a more integrated fashion to design and deliver products. Some ideas are common sense and reflect existing practice whereas others represent new ideas, at least to the construction industry. ICD provides a cohesive framework in which many current business improvement methods can be harnessed to provide benefits to construction organisations and hence deliver greater value to its customers as well as leading to significant ongoing research into value and design quality management (Thomson et al., 2006). Whilst the totality of JCD as an approach was not applied as part of the original research its various components have been, such as in the realm of mapping design information flows and much of the practices are being applied across the construction sector. Thus, JCD should be viewed as a means of integrating these many new and existing practices to provide a coherent approach that places design at the centre of project management.
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